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Abstract— JavaScript is becoming more and more popular as client-side scripting language in the web community. 
However, it is easy to copy the source code of JavaScript program with the help of additional functionalities provided by the 
browser. Hence, the intellectual property right of web application developers is at risk. To address this issue a new software 
theft detection technique, called as software birthmark; is introduced. Software birthmark results from the intrinsic 
characteristics of the program which could be used to determine the similarity between two programs. The proposed paper 
demonstrates the way to extract code signature and to design software birthmark along with the idea of using subgraph 
isomorphism to detect the source code theft of JavaScript programs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Because of the advance techniques in web development, JavaScript has become a very good platform to design various 

applications for web users. As the source code of JavaScript program can easily be copied with the help of ‘view source page’ 
function of a browser, it is essential to detect the theft for protecting the IPR of web application developers.  

 For computer scientists it has become important to protect the software or program source code over years. There are 
several methods to detect the code theft and hence to protect the IPR of developers. One of the earliest approaches is 
watermarking. Hiding a trademark or identification for the use of determining ownership is called as watermarking [1], [2]. 
Watermarking helps in claiming authorization of software. However watermarking is time consuming process as it requires 
owner to embed watermark into the software and static watermarks are susceptible to attacks such as translation, optimization or 
obfuscation. Therefore some JavaScript developers use obfuscation technique to convert code into some other format so that it 
is difficult for humans to understand the syntax of code. If the code is obfuscated then it is difficult for user to reverse engineer 
it, but one can easily copy the code. 

  Another emerging technique for detecting source code theft is software birthmark. It is used for identifying the 
originality of software [3]-[5]. Software birthmark could be extracted from the inherent characteristics of the program. It 
requires no additional information except for the program itself. Software birthmark system consists of following functions: 

    Extract (p) → bp        
    Extract (q) → bq     
                              Compare (bp, bq) → [0, 1]              
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 Where p, q are programs or program segments and bp, bq are software birthmarks of P and Q respectively. 
 Software birthmark can be categorized into two types, static birthmark and dynamic birthmark. Software birthmark 

acts as a signature to identify the originality of any software or program. This paper proposes a software birthmark which is 
based on graph and is used to identify theft of source code. When the JavaScript program runs in the Chrome browser [12], the 
heap snapshot is taken with the help of ‘Heap profiling’ function which is provided by ‘Chrome Developer Tools’. The objects 
and references from the snapshot are filtered to get useful objects only. From the filtered objects and references object graph is 
constructed, which will act as a software birthmark for that particular JavaScript program. For theft detection purpose, software 
birthmark of original program is constructed and it is searched in the object graph of suspected program. If the software 
birthmark is found in suspected program’s object graph, then theft will be detected. 

 The paper is organized as follows: 
   Section II  : Definitions [3], [6] 
   Section III: Survey of related work 
   Section IV: Methodology to design software birthmark with results of subgraph isomorphism 
   Section V : Remark  
 

II. DEFINITIONS 
A. Software birthmarks 

A software birthmark can be defined as collection of distinctive characteristics extracted from a source code of a program.  
1) Static birthmark: When unique characteristics of a program are extracted from a program source code 

only, it is referred as static birthmark. 
   p, q: Two programs or program components  
  f(p) : Set of program characteristics extracted from the source code of p 
 
f(p) is a static birthmark of p only if both of the following criteria are satisfied: 

     - f(p) is obtained only from  p itself 
    - Program q is a copy of p if f(p) = f(q) 
  

2) Dynamic birthmark: When unique characteristics of a program are extracted from a program in 
execution, it is referred as dynamic birthmark.  
   p, q   : Two programs or program components 
      I     : Input to p and q 
               f(p; I) : Set of  characteristics extracted from p when executing p with input I 
 
f(p; I) is a dynamic birthmark of p only if both of the following criteria are satisfied: 

 -  f(p; I) is obtained only from p itself when executing p with input I 
 -  Program q is a copy of p if f(p; I) = f(q; I). 

 
B. Graph Isomorphism 

Two graphs are said to be isomorphic (equivalent) if they have identical behaviour in terms of graph-theoretic properties. 
Let G and G’ are two graphs. G and G’ are said to be isomorphic to each other if there is one-to-one correspondence 
between their vertices and between their edges such that the incidence relationship is preserved.  

 

 
                                                      Fig 1: (a) Graph (b) one of the subgraphs of (a) 
 

C. Subgraph Isomorphism 
A graph g is said to be a subgraph of a graph G if all the vertices and all the edges of g are in G, and each edge of g has the 
same end vertices in g as in G. A subgraph isomorphism from a graph g=(n,e) to a graph G=(N,E) is an injective function 
f∶n→N such that(u, v)∈e↔(f(u),f(v))∈E. 
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D. Subgraph Isomorphism Problem 

 Deciding whether the pattern graph exists in target graph is known as subgraph isomorphism problem. Pattern graph may be 
a subgraph of target graph [9]. 
 

E. Software birthmark based on heap graph 
The graph generated from the JavaScript program’s objects and its references which are collected in heap memory, is called 
as the heap graph. The heap graph is denoted as HG.             
           p, q : Two programs or program components 

              I   : Input to the p and q 
              HGp, HGq : Heap graphs of the program runs with input I for p, q respectively 
 
 A subgraph of HGp is denoted by HGBp [3]. HGBp is also called as the pattern graph (software birthmark) and HGq is 
called as target graph. By searching pattern graph in target graph, it is possible to detect the theft of source code. 
 

III.  LITERATURE SURVEY 
 “A dynamic birthmark for java” [7], proposes API birthmark which is based on how a program interacts with objects 

from Java Standard API at runtime. To capture a program’s API usage, the birthmark observes method calls that are issued by 
objects from the program and received by objects from the API. This birthmark system may not work if the software does not 
have many API calls. 

 Reference [8], “Whole Program Path (WPP) Birthmarking”, uniquely identifies a program based on a complete control 
flow trace of its execution. WPP is constructed by collecting a trace of the path executed by the program. WPP birthmarks can 
be corrupted by code obfuscation i.e. they are susceptible to various loop transformations. 

 A system call dependence graph based software (SCDG) birthmark proposed in [5] reflects unique behavioural 
characteristics of a program. In a SCDG, system calls are represented by vertices, data and control dependences between system 
calls by edges. A SCDG shows the interaction between a program and its operating system and the interaction is an essential 
behaviour characteristic of the program. A SCDG birthmark may not work if the program does not involve any system calls or it 
has very few system calls. It is also not applicable to the programs which do not have unique system call behaviours.    

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Fig 2 represents the in detail input and output of the proposed work to detect code theft.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Input Output System 
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System steps: 
1) Take heap snapshots of running JavaScript program from chrome browser. 
2) Filter the objects from the snapshot to get required objects only. 
3) Create graph using available objects and references. 
4) Select a subgraph for original program only (subgraph for suspected program is not required). 
5) Search subgraph of original program in graph of suspected program. 

If the subgraph has been found, theft will be detected. 
 

A. Experimental set up  
 As shown in figure 2, same input is given to the original program as well as to the suspicious program.  
 

1) Birthmark Generator: The first four steps which are described above are carried out by this module. By 
analysing heap snapshot of a JavaScript program, the constructive objects and references are extracted 
and object graph is generated.  The output of birthmark generator is an object graph of original program 
and suspicious program. The object graph generated from the original program is referred as software 
birthmark (pattern graph) for original program and an object graph generated from suspicious program is 
called as software birthmark (target graph) for suspicious program.  

 
2) Birthmark Comparison: For comparing the birthmarks, subgraph isomorphism is used. To detect pattern 

graph in target graph, directedLAD version2 library [10] is used. By using this library one can search 
birthmark of original program into the suspected program’s graph. If the birthmark is found, theft can be 
detected. Figure 1 shows a graph and one of its subgraphs. The graphs, shown in figure 1 are generated 
with the help of Graphviz [11], graph generation tool. Let graph (a) be the target graph and graph (b) be 
the pattern graph. In this case subgraph isomorphism problem denotes, finding pattern graph in target 
graph. Figure 3 shows the result of this problem. 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 Snapshot of Results 
 

 Figure 3 represents the result of one of the subgraph isomorphism problems described above for figure 1. To analyse 
the result, consider f(I) as a node matching function, where ‘I’ represents node of a pattern graph. The solution gives matching 
between nodes of a pattern graph to the nodes of a target graph.  
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 The table 1 reveals the description of result given in figure 3. As described in table 1, for this particular problem, there 
are total 120 solutions.  
 The table 2 reflects the results of subgraph isomorphism. In a given target graph multiple pattern graphs are searched 
and the output is given in table 2. Table 2 describes number of solutions obtained and indicates whether the pattern graph is 
present in target graph or not i.e. whether the subgraph has been found in target graph or not. 
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V. REMARK 
TABLE 2: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM 
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 The literature review elaborates the idea of software birthmark for code theft detection. It finds the scope in creation 

and design of software birthmark. The paper discussed, demonstrates the graph based technique for designing software 
birthmark which can be used to decide authentication of software or a program. Code birthmark and graph isomorphism, 
collectively address the issue of code theft. Consequently it leads to the protection of IPR laws of application developers. This 
project can be supported and extended further with designing software birthmarks and detecting code theft for other 
programming languages. At the time of comparison; certain condition filters can be applied which will be useful to undertake 
various security applications and can check for the robustness of the system. 
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